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ABC's of Construction
National Demonstration Project in Workforce Literacy

The ABC's of Construction Project was funded in 1991 by the U.S. Department of
Education as a grantee through the National Workplace Literacy Program (PR #198A10155).
The program provided basic skills instruction to industrial construction workers employed by
companies which are members of the Pelican Chapter of Associated Builders and Contractors
(ABC). Located in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, ABC provides training to employees of over 60
member companies who perform contract work in the 58 petrochemical facilities located along
the Mississippi River between Baton Rouge and New Orleans.

The grantee, the Adult Education Department of East Baton Rouge School Board,
performed a comprehensive literacy task analysis of the apprenticeship training program for
millwrights, pipefitters, electricians, instrumentation techs, and welders involved in the ABC
training program. Over 20 modules of original, contextual curriculum were developed to teach
the reading and math skills required for success in the craft training program.

Materials developed for instruction incorporated cognitive strategies for learning basic
skills in the context of the craft and safety knowledge demanded by the industrial construction
workplace. Instruction was written for a competency-based, open-entry/open-exit, individualized
adult learning program that operated at the ABC training center in the evenings after work-hours.



By the of this lessons-you will be able-Ito find
main ideas in paragraphs and passages.

OBJECTIVE

Consider the topic hamburger. What is a hamburger? The meat and bread are INSTRUCTION
all that's needed for a hamburger to be. They are its main idea. They might vary
slightly. But they are essential to the sandwich's meaning. The trimmingscheese,
tomatoes, lettuceform the details of the hamburger. They provide flavor. But
they are not an essential part of the sandwich.

Now consider the following list of items:

Safety Precautions
Safety Equipment
Insulating Boots
Hot Sticks
Safety Ropes

On the top of the list are the words Safety Precautions. Second you see the words
Safety Equipment. Underneath, you find the words Insulating Boots. Hot Sticks,
and 5_gfetv Ropes. Safety precautions is the general topic of this list. This item is
the broadest category of the five items. Safety equipment is the second broadest
category in the list. All the other words in the list are different kinds of safety
equipment. Thus, safety equipment is the main idea for this list of items. This is
because safety equipment is the one item that tells about all the other words.
Insulating boots, hot sticks, and safety ropes are the supporting details. They are
types of safety equipment.

Similarly, a paragraph and passage consists of a topic, main idea, and details. Its
topic concerns a broad general subject. Its main idea is the essential elements.
They define the topic. The main idea tells the key concept. Details limit or
describe the main idea. Pictures, conversations, movies, commercials, passages
and paragraphs all contain topics, main ideas, and details.

Details support the main idea by telling bow, when, how much, bow many, why,
or what kind. Details give information about one topic. They relate to each other
in some way. Locating the topic, main idea, and details helps you understand the
writer's point. Finding them increases your understanding.
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Authors sometimes place main ideas in topic sentences. These sentences are often
the first or last sentence of the paragraph. However, authors can place them
anywhere or nowhere at all. Even if the main idea is stated, you need to find it for
yourself. The steps for doing so follow:

1. Read the paragraph.
2. Ask yourself "What is the one thing this

paragraph is about?" This is the topic.

3. Look for details that point to or support
the topic. What thought is being stated?
This is the main idea.

4. Think of a sentence that summarizes
this idea.

5. Look for a sentence that says this key
concept. If you see one, underline it.
If you do not, write your main idea
statement in the margin beside the
paragraph.

2



For example, consider the two paragraphs below:

Rigid steel conduit is made in three types: white (galva-
nized), black (enameled), and green (sheradized). Each typehas a specific purpose. The white galvanized conduit is the typeto be used where exposed to the weather, when embedded inconcrete, or when installed in wet locations. The black conduit,which is coated with black enamel, is the type commonly used forgeneral interior wiring. The green (sheradized) conduit has aspecial corrosion-resistant coating. Except for special conditionsno size smaller than 1/2 is allowed.

The use of rigid aluminum conduit has gained wide accep-tance because of its light weight, excellent grounding
conductivity, ease of threading, bending, and Installation, resis-tance to corrosion, and low losses for installed ac circuits.
Installations of rigid aluminum conduit require no maintenance,painting, or protective treatment in most applications. Becauseof its high resistance to corrosion, this conduit should be used inmany severely corrosive industrial environments such as sewer-age plants, water treatment stations, filtration plants, manychemical plants, and installations around salt water.

The main topic of the first paragraph is rigid conduit steel. The third, fourth, andfifth sentences name the kinds of conduit. They also talk about the use of each.The main idea of this paragraph is that each kind of rigid conduit steel has a pur-pose. The second sentence says this exactly. Thus, this paragraph has a statedmain idea.

The main idea of the second paragraph is that rigid conduit is a widely used,versatile, and uncostly material. The sentences which support this are the first,second, and third sentences support this. Since none of the sentences state thekey concept. The second paragraph has an unstated main idea.

r
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EN Exercise

Dave's foreman wants him to take a first aid course. Dave wonders why this is neces-
sary. His foreman explains about first aid regulations. He suggests Dave do further
reading in his text.

Accident procedures should be known to
everyone on the job site and posted in visible locations
around the plant, machinery, and vehicles. It is also a
very good idea to take a course from the Red Cross or a
similar organization dealing with artificial respiration
or cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). These courses
will usually range from eight to ten hours In length. It is a
requirement that at least one person, on a job employing
two or more people, must have taken a first-aid safety
course.

1. In your own words, write the main idea of this paragraph.
How did you find the main idea?

2. Is this main idea stated or unstated? How do you know? If stated, identify the
sentence which states it.

3. Why is there a requirement that at least one person on a job employing two or
more people know first-aid?

6



Exercise

Mark once saw a man killed on the job. He cautions everyone he works with
about using both hands at the same time. Gwen, his usual helper, sees no reason
to let Mark's panic bother her. Finally, Mark brings in this information. He asks
Gwen to read it.

It is dangerous to work with both hands
simultaneously. If current is allowed to pass through
the body in this situation, it would pass directly through
the heart. Even though the current value may be fairly
small, it may be sufficient to cause the heart to go into
ventricular fibrillation. When this occurs, the heart will
contract spasmodically. Since blood does not circulate
under this condition, the result is a lack of oxygen to the
brain, with brain damage or death quickly following. It is
also worth noting that the white blood cells may become
damaged if subjected to low-voltage high-current
conditions. If the individual has damaged a large enough
number of white blood cells, a blood transfusion may be
required.

In your own words, write the main idea of this paragraph. how did you
identify the main idea?

2. Is this main idea stated or unstated? How do you know? If stated, identify the
sentence which states it.

7
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3. What does simultaneously mean in the first sentence? How do you know?

4. What does blood carry to the brain?



Exercise

Mark is also concerned that some of Gwen's tools are not insulated. So he has
her read the following information as well.

Hand tools must be insulated. For example, a
screwdriver will normally have the metal blade extend
deep into the handle. If the handle is wood, the amount
of resistive material between the blade and your hand
will not be sufficient, under certain circumstances, to
prevent an electrical shock. Other hand tools such as
pliers should also have handles with sufficient insulative
qualities.

1. In your own words, write the main idea of this paragraph. How did you find
this main idea?

2. Is this main idea stated or unstated? How do you know? If stated, identify
the sentence which states it.

3. What does sufficient mean in the third sentence? How do you know?

10
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Exercise

The only raceway Lisa knows about is the one at the Indy 500. She's confused
when her boyfriend says he's working with flexible raceways. He gives her the
following to read.

Flexible raceways are exactly what the name implies.
They can be bent by hand to conform to most any
configuration. This type of raceway includes Flexible
Metal Conduit, Llquidtight Flexible Metal Conduit,
Flexible Metallic Tubing, and Liquidtight Flexible
Nonmetallic Conduit. These are generally used in
short engths (6 ft. and under) to provide for general
flexibility and vibration dampening with special connectors
for attachment. However, long lengths may be used for
reasons of flexibility and inaccessibility provided that
grounding provisions per code are adhered to.

1. In your own words, write the main idea of this paragraph. How did you find
this main idea?

2. Is this main idea stated or unstated? If stated, identify the sentence which
states it. How do you know?

3. Why might using long lengths of the material be a code violation?

10



Exercise

Ronald hates to wear suspenders. He wonders if there is a tool pouch made that
he can hang on his belt. He goes to his text for more information.

Usually made from leather, tool pouches have a pocket
divided into numerous compartments. The tool pouch is
designed to be worn either with a belt or with suspenders
and a belt. It is worn to carry tools used on a regular basis
in the normal work routine. Tool pouches normally have
straps and devices on the outside to support additional
tools. Tool pouches are available in numerousdesigns for
particular applications. It is up to you to determine the
particular design which best supports the work you do.
An additional pouch is often worn for carrying parts such
as wire nuts, staples, couplings, box connectors, screws,
anchors, and a multitude of other items.

1. In your own words, write the main idea of this paragraph.
How do you know this is the main idea?

2. Is this main idea stated or unstated? If stated, identify the sentence which
states it. How do you know?

9



3. What does multitude mean in the last sentence? How do you know?

4. Why might someone need to wear both suspenders and a belt to hold up
a tool belt?

3
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IIM Exercise

Barbara is wiring a light switch. She uses a slotted screwdriver to scrape the
insulating plastic from the wire. Henry sees her. He suggests she read the follow-
ing information.

When using a slotted screwdriver, ensure that the
tip does not extend beyond the edge of th screw and
that the tip fills the slot of the screw. Neer use
the screwdriver as a scraper, pry bar, or chisel. Care
should be taken when dressing the top of a slotted head
screwdriver. If a grinder is used, the tip should not
be allowed to get too hot ("too hot" means hot to the
touch). If the tip gets too hot, the tool loses its
temper and becomes soft. When using a grinder to dress
a screwdriver, apply only light pressure and for very
short periods of time.

1. In your own words, write the main idea of this paragraph. How do you know
this is the main idea?

2. Is this main idea stated or unstated? How do you know? If stated, identify the
sentence which states it.

14
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3. What does temper mean in the next-to-the-last sentence? How do you know?

4. How could you keep a screwdriver from becoming "too hot" while grinding it?

V44.1,. ,S,,.1e,14.Ls11.u.



gin Exercise

Nathan has heard that the term ohm comes from someone's name. He is interested
when he finds more about this in his text.

Ohm attempted to liken current in a conductor to
water flow in a pipe. This comparison showed that
voltage drop in a long conductor was similar to pressure
drop in a long water pipe. Ohm's colleagues believed
him to have over-simplified what they considered to be
complicated and mysterious. Ohm was forced to resign
his professorship and live in obscurity. Fourteen years
after resigning his professorship, Ohm's peers were
finally able to accept his theory. The unit of measure
called the ohni is named in his honor.

1. In your own words, write the main idea of this paragraph. What tells you this
is the main idea?

2. Is this main idea stated or unstated? How do you know? If stated, identify the
sentence which states it.

3. Why were Ohm's colleagues so upset about his theories?

5
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4. In the next-to-the-last sentence of this paragraph, there is a word that means
the same as colleagues. What is this word? What do both of these mean?
How do you know this?

5. Ohm compared the voltage drop in a long conductor to the pressure drop in a
long water pipe. Think of another example.

l'"
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Exercise

Loretta needs to install a switchboard in a local chemical plant She wonders what
kind of material she will be working with. Her book offers this information.

Materials employed for the panels of switchboards
are slate, marble, ebony-asbestos; and steel. At one
time, slate was the material principally used for
switchboard/,panels, but it has been almost entirely
replaced bye bony-asbestos for live-front boards and by
steel for its higher insulation qualities over slate but
more often t,..1r its better appearance.

1. In your own words, write the main idea of this paragraph.
How did you find this main idea?

2. Is this main idea stated or unstated? How did you know? If stated, identify the
sentence which states it.

15
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3. Name one characteristic that slate, marble, ebony-asbestos, and steel
have in common.

4. Which of the following is indicated as being the most attractive:
slate, marble, ebony-asbestos, or steel?

5. What color do you think ebony-asbestos might be? How do you know?

18



Marty is installing two incandescent lamps. He is putting one on each of two genera-
tors. They will light up when the generators are synchronized. Before he begins
work, he consults his handbook for more information.

Two or more ac generators will not operate
satisfactorily in parallel unless (1) their voltages,
as registered by a voltmeter, are the same, (2)
their frequencies are the same, and (3) their voltages are
in phase. If the machines are not in phase, even if
their indicated voltages and their frequencies are the
same- the voltage of one will, at given instants, be
differeot from that of the other and there will be an
interchange of current between the machines. When two
or more generators all satisfy the three listed
requirements, they are in synchronism. 5ynchronizinq
is the operation of getting machines in synchronism.

1. In your own words, write the main idea of this paragraph.
How did you find the main idea?

2. Is this main idea stated or unstated? How do you know? If stated, identify
the sentence which states it.

20
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3. What does synchronizing mean in the last sentence? What words tell you this?

4. List the three factors which must be satisfied for two or more
generators to be synchronized.

2
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By the end of this lesson, you will be able to
recognize sequence and cornparleon-contras

paragraph and passage structure:

The first time Morgan put in a light switch it took him over an hour. He's been
an electrician for over an year now. Today, he can install a light switch in less than
10 minutes. What accounts for the difference?

Morgan has put in many light switches over the past year. He has found a system
for putting one in. This pattern doesn't change much. He knows what tools he'll
need for the job. He knows what steps he'll take. He knows the order he'll
ta.cethem. He knows what the end result should look like. Morgan's pattern
ezhables him to do his work quickly and easily.

Paragraphs and passages have patterns, too. Their patterns are more commonly
known as text structure. The text structure shows how main ideas and details
relate to each other. They show the organizational plans. Finding these plans
helps you locate main ideas quickly. It also helps you recall information more
easily.

There are several types of text structure patterns. However, your text mainly uses
only two: (1) sequence and (2) comparison/ contrast.

In sequence text structure, major points or steps are listed. You may not be told at
first how many points or steps there are. Instead, words such as first, second,
third, then, next, and finally signal the number and order of points or steps. Some-
times these words are not actually stated. Instead, the author wants you to find the
order for yourself. For example, consider the paragraph below.

OBJECTIVE

INSTRUCTION

To adjust low gravity, first have ready sulfuric
acid of specific gravity between 1.265 and 1.300,
sufficiently pure for storage-battery use. Add this
instead of water when restoring level until the gravity
at the end of an equalizing charge is normal. Then
stop adding acij and return to the use of water. A
quicker method, but one requiring more work and
acid, is to withdraw some of the low-gravity electrolyte
from the cell and at once replace it with this new
electrolyte. Do not allow a cell to stand partly empty.
The amount to withdraw will have to de determined
by trail, as it depends upon the gravities of both the
old and the new electrolyte. Charge until all cells
have been gassing for 1 h. Then, if the gravity is not
normal, repeat adjustment until it is.

0 2 -) 19



The main idea of t4is paragraph is two ways to adjust low gravity. This main idea
is implied. YoiXilo find the order of the steps in both processes. Only one signal
word is used. Th 0 appears twice. The sequence for the above paragraph would
look like this:

METHOD ONE

1. Have ready sulfuric acid of specific gravity
between 1.265 and 1.300, sufficiently pure for
storage-battery use.

2. Add this (instead of water) until the gravity
at the end of an equalizing charge is normal.
Now stop adding acid.

3. Now add water again.

METHOD TWO

1. Withdraw some of the low-gravity electrolyte
from the cell.

2. At once replace it with new electrolyte. Do
not allow a cell to stand partly empty.

3. The amount you withdraw will have to be deter-
mined by trail, as it depends upon the gravities
of both the old and the new electrolyte.

4. Charge until all cells have been gassing for 1 h.

5. Check to see if the gravity is normal. If not,
repeat adjustment until it is.

To find sequence text structure, you look first for the overall main idea, procedure,
or problem. Then you find the total number of points or steps and any signal
words.

The next step is to look for the relationship among the items or the steps. Then
you list these items or steps so that you can easily follow them.

22
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Comparison/contrast text structure shows relationships between two cr more
items. Comparisons show how they are alike. Contrasts show how they are
different. Signal words sometimes within the paragraphs or passages show if
likenesses or differences are shown. Comparison signal words include similarly,
both, as well as, likewise, and in like manner. Contrasts signal words include
however, on the other hand, on the contrary, but, instead of, although, yet. never-
theless, and alternative. Often, however, these words are omitted. Then you must
find the structure for yourself.

For example, consider the paragraph below.

Lead-acid storage batteries may be roughly
divided into three groups, depending upon the
class of service for which they are intended.
Those for automobile starting, lighting, and ignition
work consist of cells assembled in a single hard-
rubber container. Thos for electric-vehicle applies
tions consist of ironclad-type cells assembled in a
suitable conta;ner. These for stationary service
consist of cells enclosed It: glass jars.

To use comparison/contrast text structure, iou see how items are related. You
determine if they are alike or different. This tells you the main idea of the para-
graph. Sometimes signal words are present to help you. Sometimes they are not.
Your next step is to organize the details of the paragraph so that you can recall
them. One way to' do this is to make a chart. You do this by completing the
following:

1. Make a vertical list of the items you wish to
compare/contrast.

2. List horizontally the features you want to know
about each item.

3. Draw a grid by sketching lines between each
element and each factor.

4. Locate and record the information which fills
each box of the grid.

2 4
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Consider again the paragraph describing types of lead-acid storage batteries. The
following chart shows the information from it.

DESCRIPTION
OF

BATTERY

PURPOSE
OF

BATTERY

Cells, assembled in a
single hard-rubber
container.

Automobile starting,
lighting, and ignition.

Iron-clad type cells
assembled in a
suitable container.

Electric-vehicle
applications.

Cells enclosed in
glass jars.

Stationary service.

24 or-
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Exercise

Jacob is installing cable in a chemical plant. The flow through the cable will be very
hot. Thus, he is using insulated cable. He decides to check the types of joints he
might use before beginning work.

There are two methods of making joints or connections
for insulated cables: by means of soldered connections
and by means of solderless connection devices. Soldered
connections were formerly the accepted standard, but
solderless splicing devices and connectors have gained
wide favor for low-voltage work. The use of such devices
materially reduces the time required for the making of
splices and terminal lug connections. Moreover, if the
device is of good design, in addition to the mechanical
strength of the connection being fully as great as that
of a good soldered connection, the solderless connection
has the advantage that the electrical contact will not
fail under short circuits or continuous overloads due to
the melting of solder.

1. What is the main idea of this paragraph? How do you know?

2. Is it main idea stated or unstated? How do you know? If stated, identify the
sentence which says the main idea.

?6
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3. Write it in your own words.

4. What type of pattern does this paragraph show? How do you know?
Are there any signal words? If so, write them below.

5. Complete the followin,.: chart.

TYPES OF
CONNECTIONS ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES



Exercise

Christopher has just been hired. His new job is to receive, log, and check equip-
ment that comes in. He wants to do a wod job. So he looks in his handbook to
find out how to t receive and check equipment. This is w!; .z he finds about
transformers.

Transformers are in first-class operating condition
when shipped by the manufacturer; i.e., they have been
thoroughly tested for defects and are perfectly dry.
When received, they should be examined before removing
the shipment, and if any injury is evident or any indication
of rough handling is visible, a claim should be filed at once
and the manufacturer notified.

Moisture may condense on any metal if the metal is
colder than the air, and if present, it lowers the dielectric
strength and may cause a failure of the transformer.
Therefore, if transformers or oil drums are brought into
a room warmer than they are, they should be allowe a
stand before opening until there is no condensation on the
outside and they are thoroughly dry.

Before installation, each individual transformer should
be thoroughly examined for indications of moisture and
inspected for breakage, injury, or displacement of parts
during shipment. In addition, all accessible nuts, bolts, and
studs should be tightened if necessary. Before being placed
in service, transformers having a plurality of voltage
connections should be carefully checked to ensure that
they are connected for operation at the required voltage
and on the proper tap.

It is standard practice to ship transformers connected
for their maximum voltage.

if transformers are water-cooled, the cooling coils
should be tested for leaks at a pressure of 80 to 100
psi. Water, oil, or preferably air may be used in the
coil for obtaining the pressure. The coil must be outside

the tank, i.e., away from the winding insulation, if
water is used for the pressure test. When pressure is

obtained, the supply should be disconnected, and after
1 h it should be determined whether any fall in the
pressure is due to a leak in the coil or to a leak in
the fittings at the ends of the coil.
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1. What is the main idea of the first paragraph? Which words tell you this?

2. Is it main idea stated or unstated? How do you know? If stated, identify the
sentence which says the main idea.

3. Write it in your own words.

4. What is the main idea of the second paragraph? Which words tell you this?

2i



5. Is it stated or unstated? How do you know? If stated, identify the sentence
which says it.

6. Write the main idea in your own words.

7. What is the main idea of the third paragraph? Which words tell you this?

8. Is it stated or unstated? How do you know? If stated, identify the sentence
which says it.

20
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9. Write the main idea in your own words.

10. What is the main idea of the fifth paragraph? Which words tell you this?

11. Is it stated cr unstated? How do you know? If stated, identify the sentence
which says it.

12. Write the main idea in your own words.



13. What pattern of organization is found in the first, second, third, and fifth
paragraphs? How do you know? What, then, is the overall pattern of
organization for this passage?

14. List the steps that should be taken to inspect transformers before installing them.

15. Reread the paragraph that begins "Moisture may condense...." What causes
condensation to form?

16. Reread the last paragraph. What does "1 h" stand for? How do you know?

3i
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17. Reread the third paragraph. Define each of the following terms in your own
words.

a. displacement

b. accessible

c. plurality

d. ensure

32
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111 Exercise

Mark is putting in a telephone line. It will go from the plant to a storaee silo. He
needs to get the right supplies from the supply shed. Before he goes there, he looks
in his text for information about copper wire.

Copper wire is made in three grades of hardness,
known as hard-drawn, medium hard-drawn, and soft or
annealed. Hard-drawn wire has the greatest tensile
strength and the least amount of elongation under stress
and is the stiffest and hardest to bend and work. Soft-
drawn or annealed wire has the lowest tensile strength and
the greatest elongation under stress is very pliable and
easily bent. Medium-hard-drawn wire has characteristics
intermediate between those of hard-drawn and soft-drawn
wire. The conductivity of copper wires decreases slightly
as hardness increases, but there is relatively little difference
in the conductivity of the different grades.

Hard-drawn wire is used for long-span transmission
lines, trolley contact wires, telephone wires, and other
applications for which the highest possible tensile strength
is desirable.

Medium-hard-drawn wire is employed for such
applications as short-span distribution circuits and
trolley feeders, for which slightly lower tensile strenr,ch is
satisfactory and greater pliability is desired.

Soft-drawn or annealed copper is used for all covered
or insulated copper conductors except weatherproof covered
cables. Wires with this covering are available in all the three
grades of hardness. Bare or weatherproof covered soft
wire is used only for short spans.

Copper wire used for rubber-insulated cable must be
tinned by coating with pure tin to protect the copper
against chemical action caused by contact with the rubber.

34
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1. What is the main idea °lithe first paragraph? Which words tell you this?

2. Is it main idea stated or unstated? How do you know? If stated, identify the
sentence which says the main idea.

3. Write it in your own words.

4. What is the main idea of the second paragraph? Which words tell you this?



5. Is it stated or unstated? How do you know? If stated, identify the sentence
which says it.

6. Write the main idea in your own words. Which words tell you this?

7. What is the main idea of the third paragraph? Which words tell you this?

8. Is it stated or unstated? How do you know? If stated, identify the sentence
which says it.

3tJ
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9. Write the main idea in your own words.

10. What is the main idea of the fourth paragraph? Which words tell you this?

11. Is it stated or unstated? How do you know? If stated, identify the sentence
which says it.

12. Write the main idea in your own words.

36
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13. What is the main idea of the fifth paragraph? Which words tell you this?

14. Is it stated or unstated? How do you know? If stated, identify the sentence
which says it.

15. Write the main idea in your own words.

16. What type of pattern do these paragraphs show? How do you know?
Are there any signal words? If so, write them below.
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17. What are the three grades of hardness?

18. What characteristics of wire are described?

19. List the grades down the side of the following lines. List the characteristics
across the top of the lines. Draw a grid among these. Complete the grid using
information in the text.

3;j
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Exercise

Suddenly it seems every battery in the plant is going bad. Kyle's foreman sends Kyle
to check on them. Kyle reviews the following before going out.

If a battery seems to be in trouble, the first thing to do
is to give it an equalizing charge. Then take a gravity
reading of each cell. If all cells gas evenly on the equalizing
charge and the gravity of them all goes above a certain
value as specified by the manufacturer, then all the battery
needed was the charge. Before making an adjustment,
determine whether the jar is cracked by adding water to the
proper height and allowing the cell or jar to stand several
hours, noting whether level falls.

If a jar is cracked, change it. Never make a gravity
adjustment on a cell which does not gas. If P cell will
not gas on the equalizing charge, investigate for impurities
or inspect it for short circuits. For the latter, remove the
elements from the jar and examine the separators carefully
to make sure that none is broken or damaged, thus causing
a short circuit. Also examine plates to see that they are in
good condition, and note the height of sediment in the
bottom of the jar. Remove any collection of "moss" on the
top or edges of the plates. Handle elements very carefully
so that plates will not be broken from the straps. Replace
damaged separators.

1. What is the main idea of the first paragraph? Which words tell you this?

2. Is it main idea stated or unstated? Ho,.v do you know? If stated, identify the
sentence which says the main idea.

3
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3. Write it in your own words.

4. What type of pattern does this paragraph show? How do you know?
Are there any signal words? If so, write them below.

5. List the steps in finding trouble in a battery.
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